


"We are at the coal face of human existence. His very sanity
relies upon what I am going to do for him, how I view him."
- Joe Karam, David And Goliath. .

T
hink of the Bain case, and you think ofJoe Karam.

Think of an expert on the case, and you think ofJoe
Karam.

Read abou t the Bain case, anything at all about the
Bain case, and you'll read Joe Karam.

It's taken six years of hard public relations, perseverance,
powerful friends and an obsession for Karam to become the symbol
of that mass murder.

He's been good copy; easy copy. He 's the sort of story - one
man against the establishment - that journalists like to tell, and
while police and the justice system have spent years behind the
scenes evaluating and largely dismissing his claims, Karam has built
a legend of a mismanaged case. You now accept as fact wh at he' s
told you over and over again.

But there's another side to Karam's story. It relates to his
meth ods, his omissions, and the human toll he's taken in his single
minded pursuit of what he believes to be the truth. It also raises
questions about media responsibility.

If Karam is able to command a country's attention when he
speaks on Bain's behalf, it' s because when a former All Black speaks,
we still listen - and this was an unusual All Black. Karam was' the
youngest player ever selected to play for the Wellington rugby teain,
at 17, and at 20 he made it to the top, becoming All Black fullback
in 1972 and touring the British Isles. He was to play 41 matches and
10 tests before shocking the sport world in 1975 when he quit to j oin
League on the eve of a tour of South Africa.

T hough you will read today that he was a great player, opinion
is divided. He was certainly a very good and determined one . Karam
joined the Glenora League Club in Auckland, dissatisfied with the
way All Blacks were then treated by the rugby administration, but
he wasn't fast enough for the new game. And so he quit and turn ed
to business; a jewellery shop, property development, franchising, in
none of which he earned comparable fame.

Even in his All Black days, when he made up his mind about
something it was difficult to shift him .

What surprises even acquaintances these days is the way the Bain
case has taken over his life. His marriage has ended, a relationship
with athlete Allison R oe has ended as he's focused his will on
freeing a stranger.

"It's not Joe Karam, how and why," Karam insists, deeply
resenting the idea that his motives and mission might be scrutinised,
" the real story is David Bain's innocence." But the two are
inseparably linked; it's almost as if one man's identity has swallowed
the other.

T
he critical moment of commitment for which Karam
wo uld cast everything else aside came at a meeting with
the convicted killer after Bain's Privy Council appeal
failed. " I have blocked what I saw from my mind. I tiy
to remember my family as they were in happier times. I

wasn't allowed to go to the funerals. I have never been able to grieve.
It will be so painful to go over it all again," Bain sobbed, in Karam's
account of what was, for him, a decisive meeting.

But you have to bear in mind that Karam had first told Bain, ·" ...
that it was my belief that when his father [Karam's theoretical real
killer] set out on this rampage of death he intended initially to kill
David as well, and that I could easily understand his loss ofmemory
bearing in mind the horror he was confront ed with."

N obody has pointed out the obvious here . A psychiatrist could
try for years to uncover the truth of what lay buried in Bain 's mind,
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On a cold June 1994 morning a family was executed at 65 Every Street Dunedin.

but Bain now was invited to accept Karam' s version of what
happened, or lose his only possible chance of freedom. He did,
and that is the truth Karam continues to push.

By his own account, Karam was open to conspiracy theory well
before that meeting. H e'd long been intrigued by two books. The
first was David Yallop's Beyond Reasonable Doubt, the story ofArthur
Allan Thomas, whose doub le murder convictions were overturned
after dogged investigation by journalist Pat Boo th. The second,
Verdict On Erebus by Peter Mahon, covers the Air Ne w Zealand
crash in Antarctica which led to the judge's famous claim that top
airline executives had told "an orchestrated litany of lies" .

Karam mentions a third book, Ian Wishart's Paradise
Conspiracy, on the W inebox affair. Together these books paint a
vivid picture of alleged corrup tion.i n police and big business in
this country, and possible collusio~ between them, the j ustice
system and government. Karam 's own books, with their racy no
holds-barred style'; wo uld soon emula te them. T he case against

•Bain was a conspiracy too, Karam claims. Corrupt po lice
sabotaged an investigation so the wro ng man wo uld be convicted,
police were inept , and he'll pro ve it.

At a time of disillusionment with government agencies, the
police among them, Karam 's message has a ready audience . H is
campaign now pro mises to spread out into other criminal cases,
other convi cted killers. He taps into worries abou t police, exposed
recently for paying one murderer to inform on another; involved
in shooting offenders more often than ever before .

"It's not about winning and losing," Karam insists, "it's abou t
David." But the way he talks is all about winning and losing.

K
aram knew nothing abo ut police methods when he
began , has no legal training , and didn 't attend the
trial he's spent the past six years discrediting . It
seems he simply began with the fixed idea that the
pol ice we re wrong and Bain was innocent .

Seemingly nothing will sway him from that belief
His introduction to the case came through Bain's trial lawyer

Michael Gu est, a mercurial form er district court judge and
member of a prominent legal family who'd already had to resign
from the ben ch over financial problems, and who was struck off
by the Law Society Disciplinary Tribunal last Decemb er. Guest
and W aimate lawyer James Anthony Firth we re found to have
misled a client into believing she had been denied legal aid, g-~

they could charge her higher fees (a decision whi ch has been
appealed).

Karam rang Guest in January 1996. Guest told him about th e
defence case and Karam was hooked.

Asked late in 200 1 to comment on Gu est's downfall, Karam
was savage.

"I first met him six years ago. I was not impressed then and my
extensive dealings with him since have strengthened and
confirmed my initial impre ssions," Karam told the Sunday Star-
Times. . ':t

"My in-depth knowledge of his conduct as Bain's barrister in
the High Court trial and othermatters to do with the Bain case
leaves me bereft of sympathy fcii him."

It wasn 't always so; Karam on ce needed Guest, and so did
Bain.
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Guest supported Bain in the lead-up to his
trial, Guest's kids made him muffins they
brought to him in prison, Guest's wife chatted
with him in those days, and Guest told Bain
what to wear in court to make the right
impression. It was Gu est's navy blue jumper
that Bain wore to trial, no t the colourful
harlequin-patterned one Bain would have
preferred, and Guest still wears it, covered in
pug hair and darned . Karam was nowhere in
sight then.

It's Guest , too , who would have heard any
crucial confidences from his client which could
have determined how he 'd manage his defence.
Such confidences have some thing like the seal
of the confessional on them, and can explain
tactics and arguments that may not be readily
understood by outsiders. And as it happens ,
Guest has been sitting on a detail for years that
is arguably the most damning evidence against
his former client. It relates to the wearing of a
pair of glasses by Bain whi ch is at the heart of a
nexus of evidenc e. It seems unlikely Karam
doesn 't know this. It was revealed at the very
first inquiry by th e Police C omplaints
Authority, when Bain waived his right to client
confidentiality.

Lawyers are bound by client confidentiality
not to break their client' s trust over revelations
made to them during the course of their work.
Sometimes that presents a lawyer with an
ethical dilemma in court and Guest had some
difficult choices to make when he acted for
Bain. When I asked Karam whethe r his
ongoing attacks on Guest's conduct of the case
had' ever borne th e constraints of client
confidentiality in mind, Karam clearly did not
understand what I meant.

After Bain's trial Guest funded himself to the
Court of Appeal ; he was tumed down three
times for legal aid, and appeals for public
donations raised just $1200 at that time. Karam
paid out a generous sum, $12,500, to the man
he now claims had failed to impress him, and
that paid Guest' s costs to take the case to the
Privy Council in London.

With that cheque Karam also bought an
unusual property, half the money Bain might
one day earn from telling his story .

"W ithin days of me bein g terminated a new
agreement was drawn up ," Guest told me.

Karam now has "full power of attorney "
over Bain . "We.. . agreed that, in his best
interests, he would not talk to; any media

. without first agree ing with rri'e w hat , if
anything, he would say," Karam adds.

Author James McNeish, writing a rival book
about the case, was deni ed access to Bain;
McNeish reported in that book that Bain had
been "advised against" talking to him . We have
seen Bain since that deal only as Karam wishes
us to see him , and on Karam 's terms.

For his part, Guest does not believe Karam
has ever had a financial moti vation for his
involvement with Bain , and says he is
convinced Karam is motivated by altruism.

Guest didn't last long as Bain's lawyer on ce

A family extinguished (from top)
Robin (58). Margaret (50),

Arawa (20), Laniet (18)
and Stephen (14).
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the Privy Council attempt failed. He might
have exhausted the only real basis for appeal
that he could see, but Karam would not let up.
Guest was dumped on national television,
without warning, in 1996.

"I had Paul Holmes announce the new
appointments," Karam calmly records; the
show evidently did his bidding. Guest was
replaced by Colin Withnall QC, also from
Dunedin. He would have liked to help after
that, Guest says, somewhat surprisingly, but
after a short while there were no 'more calls.

Guest's appeals were based on what has now
become a national legend, incest in the Bain
family. He wanted to produce a witness who
told a story of a sexual relationship between
victims Laniet Bain , allegedly a part -time
prostitute , and her schoolteacher father, Robin.
Such a story might undermine the detailed
evidence against his client , and provide a
convincing motive for Bain's father, the only
other possible suspect.

Guest shrugs at the weight of evidence
pointing away from Robin: it was his role oJ:ly
to cast reasonable doubt in the mind of a jury,
and he had the chance , until virtually the last
moment, to produce a star witness who'd drop
a bombshell.

He needed one, because of something
Karam hasn't highlighted in his books . Bain
changed some crucial evidence on the spot at
his trial, taking his lawyer totally by surprise.
Guest had briefed the prosecution on what his
client would be saying, and had to change tack .

Bain had "recovered" some memories after
sessions with his psychiatrist, he claimed in the
dock ; those memories, fortuitously for him,
were entirely self-serving. They related to
evidence against himself which only he could
explain away. I will return to these.

For Karam the incest theory is fact, but the
evidence is only anecdotal; it comes from
people Laniet told the story to, including Dean
Cottle, the Dunedin man Guest planned to call
at Bain's trial.

Cottle evaded a subpoena from Guest , and
finally arrived at the court just after the
prosecution's closing address. Brought before
the judge he claimed to be totally confused, and
to have forgotten what he'd said about Laniet
altogether. The judge found him too unreliable
to be worth producing for the jury.

Karam bolsters his account, in his book Sdin
And Beyond, with more details from Cottle, a
man he is at pains to describe as credible . Cottle
avoided the trial, he says,because ofa Detective
Inglis who was in contact with Cottle while he
was in hiding, and impressed on him that police
did not want him to give evidence.

There is one problem: I have discovered
Inglis was out of the country during that time;
there is no way he could have behaved as
Cottle describes. Karam also does not reveal
that Cottle demanded $10,000 to give
evidence . That demand does not cast a
flattering light on Cottle.

At least one person has insisted to Karam



K
aram has yet , after all these years, to convince the
justice system that he has a genuinely new
discovery. He tends to rely on re- emphasis of
evidence that went before the jury, as if he 's trying
to go back in time and conduct a different, and

ever-changing defenc e.

Guest has never been a member of
Karam's ongoing campaign to free Bain , but
he did suggest Karam write a book.

"On 16 April 1997 David And Goliath,;
The Bain Family Murders was launched
amid a blaze of publ icity before an
audience of 700 people in the Dunedin
Town Hall , and transmitted live on the
Holmes show nat ionwide." - Joe
Karam, Bain And Beyond.

I
f anyone can claim credit for Karam 's
success, it is Holmes. Karam 's book
was launched as if it was a matter of
great national significance , and such
an outright endorsement from a top

rating television current affairs progranune
created its ow n momentum. Karam reports he did 19 . media
interviews the next morning, "before breakfast!" But Holmes had
no way of knowing how accurate or fair the bo ok was, or even if
Karam was right about what he claimed. '. .

Once in the national limelight, long in relative obscurity,
Karam was reborn in the mo st influential media outlet possible . As •
an example of the show 's potency, Michael King 's literary
biography ofJanet Frame - not a light read - sold 15,000 copies
in hard cover last year after Holmes plugged it. r

Karam would write in familiar fashion .abo ut the celebrity
circuit, Holmes himself, and the programme's Christmas parties in
2000 in his second book, Bain And Beyond. By then he was a
fully-fledged celebrity himself: the first photograph inside his first
book is a. full-page colour image of himself; his photo is on the
cover of the second.

David A nd Goliath sold a staggering 30,000 copies after Holmes,
and it' s a lively read. De tailed information, assumptions, theories
build to an apparently unassailable argument. The book makes
complicated matters sound simple , its style is unreflective, and it
does not achieve a balanced view . An analysis ofKaram 's book by
Detective Sergeant Milton Weir (of whom more later) details
more than 150 typed pages of errors and distortions of fact,
virtually a book in itself

Paul Holmes has remained loyal. In August 2000 he wrote an
article in the Sunday Star- Times praising the man he now called his
friend . "U nderstand this," Holmes wrote, "nothing Joe has
asserted about the events of that June morning in the Bain house
has been shot down by anyone. Nothing. .. . Joe has dem~lished
or cast doubt on every one of the key planks of evidence the
Crown presented to the jury." "

It is difficult to reconcile this emotional statement of friendship
with the facts, and Holmes' concluding statement, . . . "T hat is
why I love my friend Joe Karam " , raises the question of whether
his programme can be objective in its covera ge of this matter.

The Bain case, thanks to Karam , is now a mass of contested
minute details a sane person could easily get lost in . They've
become a virtual industry, revolving around on e dynamo of a
man.

It's easy to overlook, in all that detail , that five real human
beings were killed - who Karam never met - that there was a
trial, and that we litigate in the courts, not on bookshelves, or on
television .

It's easy to overlook,
in all that detail, that

five real human
beings were killed 

who Karam never
met - that there was

a trial, and that we
litigate in the courts,
not on bookshelves

or on television.

that Laniet could not possibly have told
Cottle the incest story , as she didn 't even
like him, and even feared him. M elanie
Short was one of Laniet' s flatmates. She told
police she believed that if the incest story
was true, Laniet would have told her, rath er
than C ottle. Karam does no t tell his readers
about Short.

Karam also knows of ano ther female
friend of Laniet , who says that if the incest
story was true , she would have known abo ut
it.

Karam now says a former neighbo ur of
the Bains had heard the incest story, and he
finds that significant. W hy he would set
more store by their recollection of the incest
claim than the other people 's is uncl ear.

Laniet seems to have alleged incest to a
number of people , but other things she also told people were
easily shown to be lies. She said she'd had a child in New Guinea.
James McNeish disproved this in his 1997 bo ok The Mask Of
Sanity. She said she'd been raped aged 11, and that photographs
ofa baby (a coloured child) which she displayed was the child she
had as a result . McNeish has pro ved these claims were also lies.

Karam printed the story about Laniet' s baby - possibly her
father's, he claimed - even after M cNeish had told him it wasn't
true . M cNeish confronted Karam with this on Holmes; Karam says
he nearly walked out of that programme.

Defending Bain has not been easy. It certainly wasn't for
Guest, when Bain changed his evidence in the dock.

The first change related to how many bodies Bain discovered .
He insisted, on the mo rning of the murders, he 'd only found his
parents - though he'd told emergency operators, "T hey're all
dead. " But police were able to find his siblings' blood on the
clothes he was still wearing when they arrived, so an explanation
had to be found for that.

Bain 's recovered memory in court told him Laniet was
"gurgling" when he found her. Guest w as not expecting that
detail, which is significant .

Laniet was sho t three times. T he first shot did not kill her; the
gun jammed, and the killer had to reload. T hat was when she
w ould have gurgled, it was argued by the prosecutor; the second
and third shots to her head wo uld each have been instantly fatal;
and that means only the killer could have heard her.

Even more crucially, Bain suddenly denie d he'd worn his
mother's old glasses as a substitute for his own bro ken ones in the
days leading up to the killings. H e couldn 't see more than half a
metre in front of him wi thout glasses at that time , though Karam
downplays his bad eyesight .

Guest and the prosecutor both expected him to admit he 'd
been wearing the glasses, which we re an impo rtant piece of
evidence against him; one lens was found in his murdered
brother's room. I now know he had certainly admi tted to Guest
that he had been wearing the glasses the day before the murders,
contrary to what Karam con tinues to assert . In court, Bain
claimed not to have worn them for a year, and Guest knew that
this was untrue. (Bain has never explained what the damaged
glasses frame was doing in his room when police arrived.)

Bain is also on record admi tting to family members, in the days
immediately after the killings, that he'd worn the substitute glasses
on the crucial weekend. This is disclosed in papers associated with
the case, all of which have been given to Karam. It does not
appear in any of his bo oks.

By the time Bain changed his story, he kn ew the police case
against him in full and well knew how damagin g his initial
admission was. T he conclusion seems inescapable - he did not
want the jury to know abo ut it .

I
I .
I I
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between the lines of that report. It's not usual for a complainant
to be able to expand or re-present their arguments as they go, but
the PCA had obviously decided to give him a fair go, and in his '
turn retired High Court judge Justice Thorp would do so in yet
another approach, three years later, to Karam's arguments. That
report has not been disclosed to the public, nor has the Ministry
ofJustice report Thorp was asked to review.

The PCA report received far less media attention than Karam' s,
book had done; in newspapers, Karam's response ran to more '
column inches than the report's findings. He has continued
making many of the claims it refuted, in particular the incest
claim.

The public has no idea of how and why the claims Karam
made were rejected. It is difficult to get a copy of the PCA report,
which I have read, and the media - which reports Karam' s
comments readily - did not regard it as important enough to
follow up on in any detail. Karam was free to behave as if it had
never been writ ten.

There was no live, nationwide launch on the Holm es
programme for the publication of James McNeish's rival book
TIle Mask Of Sanity released later in 1997.

McNeish agreed with the jury's verdic t. Nobody who
attended the trial has come forward to do otherwise. But agreeing

His claims of new evidence 
always followed up quickly by the
media - are usually hotly contested
by exp erts with knowledge and
persuasive arguments he does not
ackno wledge.

Nobody seems to noti ce the
number of claims he makes, then
abandons.

"U nlike the police, who selected
the evidence to fit their theory, I have
objectively analysed the evidence and
arrived at conclusions as a result of
what it tells me," the new autho r
wrote confidently. But "my search
for the truth in this mo st bizarre of
nightmares" , as Karam puts it, seems
never to have encompassed the idea
that the j ury could have been right

K
"aram 's accusations in
David And Goliath
against police were so
serious, and so damning,
that D etective Sergeant

Milton Weir immediately asked for
an investigation . H e has been the
main casualty ofKaram 's campaign; a
faceless person with a real life, and a
real identity.

Weir had a blameless career in the
police. At the time of the mu rders,
he 'd decided against seeking
promotion because he didn 't want to
be desk-bound; and he was considered
so capable he was at times called on to
review other detectives' work.

He . may always have had a
reserved manner , but W eir was
respected, a stickler for detail and
method. Marri ed to a former school

Michael Guest, Bain's trial lawyer and a mercu rial former dist rict cou rt judge, was recently
teacher who was happy to be a police
wife with all the sacrifices that struck off by the. Law Society Disciplinary ~ribu~al. He has.been .sitting on a. detail for
. I' h h d years t hat IS arguably the most damning evidence against his former client.mvo ves, e a two young sons at
home who looked up to their policeman father. Weir expected to
remain in the police, aware of the problems the force has in
training and keeping hold of experienced staff. But all that was
about to change.

The claims Karam made abo ut W eir - he was singled out for
particular attention, as the officer in charge of the scene 
amounted to criminal behaviour. Allegations against two other
police officers were also serious.

A llZ-p age Police Complaints Autho rity report in N ovember
1997 came to their defence. "T he: broad contention that the
police investigation was a bungl ed ~frort which led to a wrong
conclusion being drawn and that officers then selected evidence
to support that conclusion is rejected," it found . "We believe that
the original investigation was mounted and pu rsued with proper
regard to standards, policy and procedures and that tho se involved
acquitted themselve s with integrity. W e foun d no evidence of
criminal beh aviour or misconduct by any police officer."

The authority even heard submissions from Karam . That
wo uldn't normally happen; the authority is the expert on police
methods . R etired high-ranking police typically review the matters
complained about , working with a judge - in this case.retir ed
district court judge Neville Jaine.

It is possible to detect patience laced with slight exasperation



with a verdict is not exciting and newsworthy. Karam has written
scathingly of his rival's book; he fights aggressively for control of
his property. It is interesting to ponder if he has ever carefully and
seriously addressed the book's con tent.

Interest ingly, Bain's own family have recorded that, when
faced with an opposing viewpoint, Bain closes down and shuts his
eyes.

"Cameras we re flashing, television cameras rolling. W e
hugged and kissed. Tears of joy and relief were shed , but
I had to spea k to the media . 'Th is win is for David,' I said
triumphantly." - Joe Karam, Bain And Beyond

I
f fortune smiled on Karam's campaign before June 2000, it
positively beamed down then, when he won a defamation
action brought against him by former policeman Milton
W eir and D etective Sergeant Kevin Anderson. (A third
officer, Detective Senior Sergeant M urray Galland , settled

out of court. W eir had been offered $50,000 by Karam's lawyers
but turned it down. And erson was also offered mo ney to drop his
case.)

That jury's verdict was to prove devastating for the police,
because of its implication that they are fair game for any critic, and
can be singled out for what may well be unj ustified criticism. T he
verdict shoc ked Weir, who Karam accuses - among other things
- of planting a spectacles lens at the scene of the murders, and
lying to the jury. Weir left the police in 1999, largely due to the
stress caused by Karam 's allegations. He had hoped to be
vindicated in court .

I will note here that Karam wro te in David And Goliath, "It is
no t my intention in this book or anywhere else to castigate,
criticise or blame individuals" - but I will return to this theme.

W eir and Kevin Anderson claimed $350,000 in compensatory
damages from Karam and his publisher at the Auckland trial,
almost all of which would have gone to the Police Association,
which chose the lawyer representing them, and footed the bill.
T hey were bitterly disappointed in their lawyer, Don M athieson
QC.
_ Today Karam refers to the libel victory as proofthat everything
he asserted in his book was true, and his victory was the
springboard for his second book. He now wants Weir to be

charged with perjury. W ithnall's submissions to Justice Thorp ,
which have not been disclosed to the public, now cast a wider
net ; he accuses witnesses to the series of investigations into the
case of perjury as well. ,

Karam's claim about his victory is not as straightforward as it
looks. T he jury 's verdict was that the book said W eir had
committed perjury, but that this was stated as Karam's opinion, not
fact. It then found that that opinio n was based on facts alleged in
the book which were true or "not materially different from the
truth". T he jury also did not say that W eir knowingly lied. T hey
we ren' t asked to; Karam didn 't actually defend himself on the
basis of the truth of what he said, but on the grounds of his right
to express an honest opinion.

Karam is still harshly critical of Guest, Weir and Anderson,
whose watch caused problems with establishing crucial timings,
and is the on e policeman involved who has come in for criticism
from the two reports I have read. In the light of all the
information presented neith er the Justice ministry nor Thorp
considered that he affected the trial's outcome to any significant
degree.

For his part, Anderson says that when his watch was tested, and
found to be inaccurate - after he gathered important evidence
about the time when the Bains' computer was turned on - he
thought no more about it. He had no way ofknowing how crucial
this fact might prove: the day after the computer timing exercise,
he was back investigating burglaries. H e didn 't even think about the
Bain case, he says, until he had to give evidence much later. •

"I think Joe Karam's criticisms are extremely unfair," says
Guest. "I think he continually tells part of the story, and therefore
is effectively imparting quarter-truths and half-truths. That is my
honest opinion."

Guest also insists "Milton did not plant that lens. H e is as pure
as the driven snow. I know what we all think the po lice did in the
Arthur Allan Thomas case, but I do not believe that Weir did it."

The judge did not permit Guest to give eviden ce at the
defamation trial, on the basis that what he had to say was covered
by privilege. Yet that privileged information h; d already been
presented to the PCA. It has been available, too, to the compilers
of two later reports which have backed up the PCA 's conclusions.

The jury read Karam's first book and heard evidence from
witnesses, and was told to base a decision on that alone .

The Role Of Justice Thorp & How The Bain Case Got Back To The Court Of Appeal
SIR THO MAS THORP, a retired High Court
judge, was asked on March 23 2000 to
provide an opinion for the Secre tary for
justice regard ing Bain's Pet ition for the
Exercise of the Royal Prerogat ive of Mercy.
He reported back on May 19 2000 that he
supported the final and central conclusion in
the Ministry of justice's two -year review of
the case, which was then in draft form. The
Minister of justice advises the q?vernor
General on whet her to grant pardons.

"W hile the pet ition does identify a number
of areas where further inquiry might usefully
have been made, o r additional care been
taken , the real question is not what might
have been establ ished had more work been
do ne and more care been taken , but whether
what is proven is enoug h," he obse rved.

"A defect in the proof of some fact prevents
reliance upon that fact, but at least in the
absence of intentional misconduct (as with the
cart ridge case in Thomas) a mere failure to
undertake further i ~~estigation cannot invalidate

the results of inquiries which are made."
Thorp's report says:
• On the alibi evidence: (this re lates to
the time when the computer was turned on,
and sight ings of Bain that morn ing):
..... the new evidence wou ld be no more
helpful to an alibi defence than that which was
given at t rial"

• T he palm print on the washing
m achine (Karam argues this was not made in
bloo d. A jersey worn by the murdere r which
would have been heavily bloodsta ined was
machine washed on t he morning of the
killi ngs)
..... if t he pr int were bloody that would fit as
well with the defence as the prosecution case.
The issue is t ruly peripheral"

• T he luminol footprints
"I see no substa nce in this complaint"
• Robin Bain's mental state and family
dyna m ics
"The matters raised are neither fresh, nor
cogent, and are fairly desc ribed as peripheral"

• Motive/incest evidence
(Karam's claim that Robin Bain had a motive
to kill Laniet Bain, who he claims intended to

disclose incest between herself and her father
the night before the killings)
..... the absence of cogent evidence of
intention to disclose is not made good by any
of the new evidence"
• . Feasibility of suicide
(Karam claims that Robin Bain killed his family,
then himself, sparing only David, who
discovered the bodies)
..... st rengthening the proposition that suicide
was possible would still not produce a
credible case for murder/suicide"
• New footprint evidence
"I agree with the report 's reluctance to place
we ight on the analysis of photographs which
were not taken for the purposes of locating
evidence of footprints, and see no substance
in this new evidence"
• Unfairness in the course of trial
"The fact that a prosecutor has made



Karam knew
nothing about

police methods when
he began, has no
legal training, and
didn't attend the

trial he's spent the
past six years
discrediting.

Since the PCA report there has been a
sepa rate two-year Ministry of Justice
inquiry , involving up to six people ,
reassessing what the PCA heard and making
the ir own inquiries. Jus tice Thorp reviewed
the ministry's meth od and findings, and
records that he did not rely heavily on the
PCA report in doing that, since it was in
contention.

Karam insists the PCA report is wo rthless
because, he says, the autho rity was in
collusio n with the police. It will be
int eresting to hear his public react ion to
these two independ ent inquiries, both of
which, in draft form at any rate, advised
Mi nister ofJustice Phil Goff in late 2000 that
the case Karam presented did not stack up and that a referral to
the Court of Appeal was not warranted.

K
aram has never talked to Weir, I discover, and
despite his own private detective inquiries, Karam
tells me he knew no thing damaging abo ut Weir's
charac ter or competence before he made his
allegations, and has discovered nothing since . H e

freely cites Weir's evidence as authoritative on other matters in
the Bain case - witho ut attributing it to Weir. An example: he
tells me how , after he complained about possible scene
contaminatio n at the Bain inquiry, and this was refuted by police,
he got hold ofpolice records in which a senior detective made his
exact point.

T he detective was Weir. When I ask Karam about this
apparent contradiction - that the corrupt cop, planter of false
evidence and perjurer, in his eyes, wo uld care about possible scene
contamination by others - he becomes angry .

Karam accuses W eir of planting a spectacles lens in victim
Step hen Bain's bedroom, in order to frame Bain as the killer. (T he
killer fou ght wit h Steph en in his room, a glasses lens was found in
the debris, and it came from a damaged pair of glasses found in
David Bain 's bedroom.)

Karam's view is that Weir was the officer in charge of the
scene, so he was physically present ,early on; he also did the

detailed search on Stephen's roo m, so Karam
infers he had the oppo rtunity to plant the
lens without being seen.

If you read Karam's first bo ok carefully ,
you 'll see he refers to W eir again and again,
sniping at him even for working nights 
the long hou rs of the inqui ry we re to be
held against him. At one point he describes
Weir, mockingly, as "indefatigable " . He
buil t an image in the reader's mind that
made his idea look reasonable.

But Karam 's claim Weir was alone at the
scene at tim es was disproved when police
records we re looked int o more thoroughly.
H e had been mistaken in his interpretatio n
of what had happened, though there is no

reco rd of Karam ever admitting this. Police records show W eir
was never alone in Step hen's roo m, and all the accusations against
W eir have been cleared by the PCA, the Ju stice ministry and
T ho rp .

Since Karam is insistent about his lens theory, it' s worth noting
what wo uld have had to happen for W eir to plant it,

Weir wo uld have needed to know Bain habitually wore
glasses. (He wore none when poli ce arrived; his own we re being
repaired.) Weir also had to know that the damaged glasses in
Bain's roo m we re either his, or useful to him, when he arrived at ,
Every Street, some hou rs after his colleagues did .

Knowing this in advance, W eir would have had to discover
the damage d lens, w hich was missing from the glasses frame, and
then secretly plant it - thou gh the first thing he did when he
took control of the scene was have pho tos and video recordings
taken.

W hat 's mor e, Weir had to have made up his mind by the time
he arrived - he'd have no chance to move the lens later, whe n
the visual record had been made - that Bain was the guilty man.
But police admit Robin Bain was their suspec t for the first two
days.

Karam overlooks the fact the policeman w ho stayed with Bain
from the moment police arrived saw the dam aged ,glasses then,
minus thei r lens.

Bain himself offers no satisfactory explanatio n for any of thi s,

submissions which in the end ar e not
supported by the evidence cannot in itself
provide any basis for asserting a miscarr iage
of justice ... "

• Non-discovery
"... the petitioner has failed to show prejudice
from non-discovery"
• Incompetence of counsel [Guest]
"... I can see no, substance in th is section of
the petition" ,.
• Evidence as to bloody fingerprints on
rifle
"...he has not been able to prov ide evidence
t hat is either of such cogency or magnitude
to reach the high threshold test necessary .
to establish a likely miscarriage of justice..."

• Evidence as to broken glasses
"... a Stronger case against the petitioner than
was available at trial"

• Laniet's gurgling .
"It would still .. . have been open to [the pros
ecutor] to argue that the sou nds described by
the petitioner, particularly the description

given in the first instance .. . fitted the
Dempster [trial expert's] analysis far better
than the alternative"
• Claim of overall miscarriage of
just ice
" If the matter is now determined, as it
should be, according to whether the
informat io n now available, take~ in totality,
raises a serious doubt as to the adequacy of
the petitioner's guilt of the offences for
wh ich he was convicted, the answer in my
opinion is that it plainly does not."

KARAM 'S ARGUMENTS had now (by mid
May 2000) been addressed by the PCA, the
Ministry of Justice and Justice Thorp. All had
reached more or less the same conclusions.
But this was not to be the end of the
matter. There would now be a polit ical
response.

Justice Minister Phil Goff announced in
December 2000 that he was ordering referral
to the Co urt of Appeal in spite of those

recommendations, citing commun ,ity concern
generated by Karam's campaign.

Goff isolated four grounds for referral; the
"alibi" issue, the discovery of the lens in
Stephen Bain's bedroom, the bloody finger
prints and the Crown prosecutor's
contention about Lanier's "gurgling".

It seems a foregone conclusion Bain'sj
petition will fail, and that may not be a
popular decision for Goff to endure in
election year . This could explain why the
Justice ministry 's report, and Thorp's, have
been withheld from the public: they would
bolster the minister's position at a time
when he'd face a potential backlash from
Bain supporters.

Karam responded to the referral by
demanding it reassess yet more issues.
With nail told me there would be nothing to
stop him raising another petition for Bain in
the future . He reminded me that historically,
one New Zealand petitioner had been
successful on his third attempt.
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he should have done , it's hard to see what mileage he
could have made of it.

Karam and Withnall are still developing theories
about the lens, and are now claiming the lens could not ,
have ended up where it was discovered by natural f

means. They've paid for a computer programme which
liftseach item in the room out ofshot, slowly revealing
the lens' location. Interestingly, they seem,
unconcerned at the fact that David Bain's bloodied
gloves, which were worn by the killer, ended up
deeply buried in the mess in Stephen's room .

It is hard to see what Karam's computer
programme really establishes: In order to prove his
theo ry about the lens being planted , he would have to
kno w exactly where everything in the room was bifore
the fight betw een Stephen and his killer happened.
And he doesn't.

The lens is one of four matters relating to Bain's
conviction which the Court of Appeal will have to
consider before it advises the Governor-General on the
request for a pardon . Karam has been battling for
months to convince the coutt to widen the range of
what it will look at beyond those few points; his
petition alone is 113 pages long, detailing all his ~ny

theories, which are familiar to the PCA and to those
who were involved in the judicial review. ~

Behind the scenes, new issues simmer. Despite 
Karam's claim in his book that he did not wish to
castigate, criticise or blame individuals, he continues to
do so. Thorp notes that the ministry's draft repott, upon
which he was asked to comment, placed emphasis on
the fact that while there had been suggestions of some
intentional police misconduct in Karam's book, the
petition made no such allegations. But Withnall 's later
submissions to him took a very different position.

Thorp notes that they charge named officers with
perjury and perversion of the course of justice, and
make similar charges against two expert witnesses. But
he says that Karam and W ithnall cannot justify the
assertions they make .

Bain denied having told Guest about the glasses,
they told Thorp; Guest was merely trying to stave off
criticism of his competence as Bain's lawyer, they
alleged.

Their heated response did not impress Thorp. He
pointed out that, long before Guest revealed Bain's
acknowledgment of wearing the glasses to the PCA,

the Crown Law Office had recorded the surprise of the Crown
prosecutor when Bain denied it in court. He had been briefed, the
prosecutor told his colleagues, that Bain would admit having worn
the glasses the previous night, and the prosecutor had been
surprised when he heard a different story when he was in the dock.

T horp told the ministry that, considering all that he now krtew
about the matter, he could not accept the prosecution and
defence had somehow cooked up the story together.

W
eir has lived with Karam's damning

- accusations since 1997. They have taken their
toll on his marriage and his entire life. He did
not have to leave the police, as Karam's
suppotter Bob Jones strongly hinted in a

damning newspaper column last year.
Prior to writing the column Jones had been offered the

opportunity to talk to police involved in the case, and to assess the
opposing argument. He declined.

W eir in fact received a police commendation for his work on
the Bain inquiry, one of many homi cides he dealt with, and his

Milton Weir received a police commendation for his work on the Bain
inquiry: " If it was not for Joe Karam I would still be a cop."

and Karam offers no explanation as to why W eir might have
wanted to set Bain up.

More complications: Karam sees something sinister in the fact
that, when he was giving his evidence, Weir misled the jury
about the location of the lens in a blown-up section of
photograph from Stephen's rooJP. T his is the grounds on which
Karam saysWeir committed pefiury.

W eir admits he was shocked when it was explained to him,
during the PCA inquiry, that what appears to be a lens is in fact
a specular effect created during the process of digital enlargement .
The picture had fooled experts, as well as himself Only Karam's
expert had seen the anomaly.

At the trial, the judge had asked Weir to point to the lens in
the enlargement . Weir had hesitated before pointing to the
specular effect; the lens was actually about six inches away. It's
shown in its correct place in another photograph seen by the jury,
which is not in dispute.

Karam insists W eir's mistake was impottant, but the precise
location of the lens when it was discovered was never an issue
during the trial. If Guest had noti ced the error, as Karam believes



superiors valued him highly. But the stress got to him; he resigned
on those grounds .

"There was a case not long before I left where the criminals
used the Bain case to try to undermine me in front of my staff,"
Weir explains. Criminals waved Karam's book at him and his staff
in court. That trivial incident was the last straw after months of
pressure.

"I've always had complete support from staff under my
con trol, and it must have been hard for them, too," saysWeir. " I
wanted to be a policeman and to do the best job I could, and
[Karam's accusation] made it hard for me to do the best j ob I
could. My biggest issue is, you aim to do a good job and basically
[Karam says] you 've cheated. I am angry about being accused of
something I didn't do, as anyone wo uld be.

"If it was not for Joe Karam I would still be a cop, but that
said, there are a lot of police who 've left who didn' t have Karam
on their back. I've seen enough dead bodies to last me a lifetime,
I expect. T he last body I dealt with was still warm when we were
doing the post mortem at the mortuary. I can live without that.
Karam's [apparently] able to do it [be a detective] without
training, and without getting his hands dirty."

If Karam is intense, determined and a dominant personality,
Weir has developed a protective shell that is impossible to penetrate.
Making the mistake about the specular effect was a big enough
shock to him ; Karam's other accusations have been worse. He
knows that many people must believe them, that mud sticks,and it's
plain that his confidence - and personal pride - have suffered.

Weir resents any possible inference that he's been weakened as
a person by the experience. "You don't work in the police for
commendation or thanks," he says. "T he satisfaction is in getting
it right."

He has started smoking regularly again - as has Karam. Like
Karam, he spends hours every week having to return to the Bain
case; institutional memory within the Dunedin police about the
case is fading as senior officers retire, and those who remain will
not speak about it while Karam's campaign remains active: Weir
has been needed to respond (unpaid) to the two inqui ries and also
has been through the libel trial. He remains the expert on the
areas of the investigation which were under his control.

To day Weir is based in Dunedin, wo rking as a casino
inspector. T he son ofa carpenter, he enjoys building, and afier he
left the police he renovated a property in Dunedin which he and
his wife turned into a thriving bar, then sold. The Weirs sold their
family home, an old house which he had restored, last year, and
he's now renovati ng ano ther house. The future will doub tless
involve other similar proj ects; Weir has an entrepreneurial streak .
But he would clearly rather be a policeman.

Weir is no t given to imaginative talk; he's at horne with facts;
he gives no vivid image of the effect Karam's campaign has had
on his life, though he alludes bitterly to its effect on his family,
especially his parents. As he talks about carpentry I begin to
und erstand what it means to him, however. Karam's insistence
that Weir would have deliberately lied and thus jeopardised the
Bain inquiry is, to him, rather like being accused of deliberately
undermini ng the foundations of a house. It is unthinkable to a
proud craftsman - but nothing, it seems, can stop Karam
accusing him of it over and over again.

"To Mike Turner, who has the intelligenc e to matc h his
heart ... " author's acknowledgeme nt , David And Goliath .

K
aram makes sweeping criticisms of police methods,
but nobody has ever examined his own. The story
of Nicholas Greet, however, offers some insight
into the unusual avenues he's been down, and the
dedication to television reporter Turner, too, is a

reminder of the ethical problems that can arise in investigative
work . Karam devotes a chapter to Greet in his second book; his
importance on the periphery of the Bain story was pumped up
entirely by Karam, maybe because it involved him in much
frustration and wasted time.

Throughout 1996 Karam had a lot to do with the small
committee formed by David's "friends" to fight for his innocence,
and Greet was a member of that group, active on talkback radio
discussing the case, and running a website. Karam believed he
might be the author of a strange letter Guest had once received
about the case, and "laid a wee trap" for Greet, as he puts it, in his
first book.

The anonymous letter to Guest (signed "Helpful") had
referred to Nicholas Gree t as a person who seemed to know more
than he ought to abou t the Bain case. T he writer implied that
Greet could possibly have had a sexual involvement with any or
all of the murdered Bain children .

Co uld the anonymous letter-writ er please com e forward?
Karam wrote. It was a detail adding to the book's general tone ,
that official investigations were inadequate, and unknown
witnesseswere willing and waiting to tell their stories.

A long email came in response, enlarging on the original
theme and making more unusual claims about Gree t's sexual
conduct and knowledge of the case. It read like a leg pull, but it
wo uld be some time before Karam discovered that it - and the ~

original letter - was. Wi th expert help, he and W ithn all
established that Greet himself, a 29-year-old student, had sent the
email on a University of O tago computer and they were
intrigued.

"We decided passing the information on to the police would
be a waste of time. And yet here we had a person who was
virtually suggesting he was the Bain killer," Karam wri tes,
without explaining why telling the police would be a waste of
time if his suspicions were well-founded.

Karam and Withnall now lured Greet to W ithnall's office, and
afrer some hours he admitted writing the hoax letter. But they
obvio usly believed he could be guilty of much more than that ,
and so they contrived to get his fingerprints and give them to the
police . O nce Gree t left the office, they rang the local C IB, and
Police Co mmissioner Peter Doone, in W ellington, in a state of
great excitement.

Karam wri tes in Bain A nd Beyond that a complaint to the
Privacy Commissione r by Greet was later dismissed, and that
Gree t had gone to the media to say they had accus~d him of being
the killer. " I was dumbfounded," Karam reports.

He does not tell us that Greet atrived at Withnall 's office, on
May 3 1997, to find TV3 reporter Mike Turner outside, or that he
was secretly videotaped - with Karam and Withnall 's connivance
- by a freelance cameraman with a hidden camera concealed in an
office file. The videos were later viewed at Turner's house.

T he melodrama of that day was obviously intense, as Karam
and Withnall clearly sought some greater confession from Greet. ':
Somewhat surprisingly, considering the hidden camera and media
involvement, Karam assured Greet that, "Within these walls there
is only the three of us."

Greet says two media cars were waiting outside his home
when he arrived there shortly after; he believes they were alerted
by Karam and Withnall to film the police arriving. When he
discovered he' d been video taped, Greet made his own pre
emptive press statement , fearing the use they might put the video
to.

It may be hard to feel much sympathy for Greet that day. His
actions, in writing the letters, were at best juvenile . But if I am
drawing atten tion to this strange incident, it is for this reason:
Karam's books attack police methods and practice durin g the Bain
inquiry, and subject them to minute scrutiny. T his is the only
documented example of his own methods and practice.
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The video recording is incomplete, so that nobody will ever
now know the full extent of what happened in Withna!l's office.
But police cannot act as Karam did.

Enticing people to confess to crimes in an ambush situation is
entrapment , and courts take a dim view of it . Police could not
carry out interviews with hidden cameras unless it was in
extraordinary circumstances , and they had argued for permission
at a high level. Involving the media in such filming would be
considered outrageo us, and there would be serious consequences.
Small wo nder then that Greet felt his right to privacy had been
breached when he learned of the recording, and that he
complained abo ut Withnall's involvemen t.

Greet may have behaved foolishly, bu t anyone accused of a
crime has a right to fair treatment . Bain had that right, and the
grou nds for his arrest make a telling contrast to those on whic h
Karam and Withna!l seem to have suspected Greet of being
capable of mass murder. (They subsequendy asked police to
check Greet's alibi for the time of the Bain killings.)

Police inqui ries after this incident cleared Greet of any
possible involv ement. Guest, by the way, had suspected Greet
was the author of the original letter. H e knew Greet, and told me
he never for a mo ment considered he was capable of commi tting
such a serious crime .

Karam is wrong when he writes that a complaint by Greet about
this incident , made to the Privacy Commissioner , was dismissed.
Greet withdrew his complaint. He also made a complaint to the
Law Society about the way Withnall had treated him.

The Law Society Disciplinary Tribunal rejec ted that
complaint, and an appeal to the Lay Observer confirmed that
decision. Observer Glennys Faulds commented, however: "This
[decision] does not suggest that I believe Mr Withna!l's actions
were necessarily appro priate or wise, but they do not constitute a
breach of standards such as would justify any charges being laid
before the Disciplinary Tribunal."

Mr W ithnall migh t nonetheless take a serious view of a client
of his own being treated as he 'd treated Gree t.

Turner, who was present at W ithnall's office that day, and at
whose house the tapes were later viewed, was to have his own
professional ethics questioned in the near future, over another
investigation. H e was the producer involved in a later 20:20
documentary, Sex, Lies And Videotapes, which dealt with intrigue
with in Dunedin 's Anglican cathedral over its choirmaster's
dismissal. In 1999 that programme attracted some of the most
serious penalties ever imposed on a broadcaster by the Broadcasting
Standards Authority (on which I sat), which upheld a number of
serious broadcasting standards breaches. Some ofthose involved the
unethical use ofprivately filmed footage ofa man, broadcast out of
context. One of the complainants was Greet .

" . . . The course of action adopted by TV3 [in making the
programme] was . . . an indefensible breach of professional ethics
and the practice of responsible j ournalism," the autho rity wro te.

"I left the campaign about a month later [after the interview],"
says Greet. "I have no idea whether David is innocent or not. I'm
uncertain. I guess I have an open mind now. It wo uld be nice to
say he was."

Greet has left Dunedin, partly as a result of his own admittedly
foolish behaviour, which he explains as a misguided attempt to
help Bain by implying there could be another unknown suspect .
H e is still an adult student. In the years since he has forme d a
stable relationship, and recendy had his first child.

T
hat Karam has not yet freed Bain may be a sign in
itself that although this wasn't a perfect investigation
in every detail, the jury's verdict remains safe: but
Karam con tinues making new claims in the media.

Currendy he claims to have new fingerprint
evidence proving conclusively that Bain 's bloody fingerprints on

the murder weapon we re made in animal, not human blood.
T hat his argument abo ut this has been convincingly rejected by
T horp does not deter him . If this were proven beyond doubt to
be animal blood it wo uld amaze everybody involved in the case.
In theo ry such a discovery - while it wo uld not affect other
evidence against Bain - wo uld raise a question mark over one
strand of the prosecution case, that his prints we re on the gun. It
could suggest that they remained there from an earlier hunting
expedition.

But what exacdy has Karam had tested? T hat is unclear. The
gun has been mu ch handled since the crime, so it can hardly offer
reliable new DNA samples. It had been wiped before it was
placed beside R obin Bain, the last family memb er to die, and the
prints gave the impression of being in a "setting down" position.
Some explanation wo uld need to be found for how they had
survived five killings, a fight, two panicky struggles to un-jam the
gun by the killer, as well as the wiping down - and were still
clear and well defined after the alleged animal hunting. Nobody
but Bain survives, of course, to tell us when that hunting might
have occurred.

Karam will not offer a simple account of what he 's had tested.
H e insists I must return to his house in Geraldine to read the full
"500 pages" of the report he claims to have in its entirety. It is
impossible, he says, for him to provide a summary of his new
findings - which he says I might anyway take to the police for 
their opinion. Yet other experts are bound to examine the >
material eventually, if it is indeed new.

It surprises me that Karam has been able to assert this claim in
the media when he guards the "500 pages" so zealously. It is
wo rth reiterating, too, that the possibility of the prin ts having
been made in animal bloo d is not new. Gu est chose not to exploi t
it because he believed it wo uld damage his - and therefore his
client's - credibility, with the jury.

Bain's prints on the murder weapon were described in court
as being in a fragile condition, and with good ridge definition,
indi cating they were fresh. They would have been expected to
deteriorate over time. '

Both their condition and placement is consistent with the
killer having deliberately put the gun by the body of R obin Bain
in an attempt to make his death look like suicide. R ememb er
there we re no prints from Robin Bain on the gun at all.

M
eanwhile, in the background, Karam continues to
work on proving R obin Bain had a motive and
mindset that wo uld have caused him to kill his
family. And he and Withna!l tell me they've had
a breakthrough.

T he background: Last September Karam brought Rubin
" Hurricane" Carter to New Zealand . The former boxer spent 19
years in jail for the murder of three white people in a N ew Jersey
bar until his conviction was overturned. Now 63, he travels the
wo rld lectu ring as the executive director of the Association in
Defence of the Wrongfully Convicted. ":

Karam says the trip cost $80,000, and says donations came
from 1000 suppo rters of Bain. U nfortunately the terrorist attacks
in America deflected media attentio n away from Carter's claims
ofBain's inn ocence - he commented on Bain 's eyes as a decisive
factor - and also explained to reporters, somewhat unhelpfully,
that "this inn ocent person [Bain] . . . acts like he is innocent ."
Photographs of his two -ho ur prison meeting with Bain are on
Karam's campaign website.

It happened, Karam reports, that Carter sat next to a man on
an internal £light within New Z ealand who was a memb er of a
special educ ation services team which had dealings with Robin
Bain at the school w here he was headmaster when he died. The
man had some lingering concerns about the case, and Carter
persuaded him to talk to Karam.



Karam and Wi thnall tell me they know now of violent
outbursts against children by Robin in the week before his death,
but they are especially interested in a school newsletter he
published and circulated around that time , and whi ch the man on
the plane alerted them to .

In that newsletter three children wrote unp leasant stories about
murders within a family. Withnall reads me the most disturbing
one aloud . It concerns a little girl with an evil doll, whose family
is killed off violently, one at a time . The child half-realises the doll
is carrying out the killings, but does not intervene. When all her
family is dead, the child disposes of the doll in such a way that it
will be found by a new family.

Withnall and Karam tell me they are seeking expert opinion
on whether the most full and graphic of the stories could have
been invented by a child or if, as is their hunch, it was a strange
communica tion from Robin, a foreboding of what he was about
to do . They are convinced that an adult wrote it. By coincidence,
the child' s story kills off a mother, father , and three siblings, just
as the Bain murders did.

Somet hing about the story is familiar to me as Karam and
Wi thnall separately describe it to me , but it takes me a while to
remember why. It is the basic format of Child's Play, a popular
horror movie - certainly written by an adult - which has been
described to me by my older children. The film was cleared by
the classification office here in 1989 and classified RP16, meaning
children of any age could see it in 1994 if they were accompanied
by a parent. It was also freely available on video until 1998, when
it was reassessedafter a complaint, then restricted to people 16 and
over.

It wo uld have been easy, then, for children at Robin's schoo l
to have seen the movie or video, possibly on television . This
would be a reasonable explanation for what they wrote. Robin
Bain's judgment in publishing the material may be another matter
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- but parents who allowed their children to view the film might
well have been unco ncerned.

Karam has had , he says, ano ther triumph. Police have given
him photographs of footpri nts at the Bain house that had been
lost, and which they long ago told Guest did not come out. This,
he says, means police deliberately misled everyone.

Karam shows me the images. T he relevant ones, of the
footprint traces that appeared under luminol testing, do not,
indeed, seem to have come out. T hey are just dark prints with
blurry marks on them. From what I unde rstand of the way
luminol works, it slowly develops before your eyes, then
disappears. A skilled photographer could capture that process step
by step, but these pictures give no hint of the timing involved in
the emergence and disappearance of the footprint image. T his
would not seem to make the images useful evidence, let alon e
definitive evidence about whose footprints they might have been.

Karam becomes angry when I am un impressed. I am
genuinely at a loss for words when he tells me the emergence of
these images is more evidence ofpolice cover-ups. It seems to me
that if police were conspiring to deliberately conceal them they
wo uld have simply destroyed them, not handed them over to
such a determined critic.

I am also a little embarrassed by what Karam tells me: I have
read about them in his most recent publication Innocent and his
claims about them were dismis;ed by Thorp in 2000. • .

All this effort takes money. Karam has had to pay the police
for all the pictur es of the Bain case, including these, and says it '
has cost him several tho usand dollars. H e is 'not forthcoming
when I ask how he manages to suppo rt him self, let alon e fund
a campaign. He has owned in the past a company which
franchises vending machines. Maybe he still derives income
from that.

H e will only tell me in broad terms that he gets by, and that
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Why Didn't The Police Accept That
Robin Bain Had Killed Everyone,

Th en Committed Suicide, As Karam Claims?
• The killer had to have known where the trigger lock was for David
Bain's rifle. But Bain told police nobody knew where he hid the trigger
guard but himself.
• The killer fought Stephen while the boy was bleeding profusely
from a bullet wound to his head: Robin Bain had nobody's blood on
him but his own, and no injuries othe r than old gardening ones.
• Robin Bain was right-handed, but the bullet wound to his head was
on its left side. To shoot himself this way was unnecessarily contrived:
• The gun had a silencer on the end which was a suitable surface for
good fingerprints, and Robin Bain would have had to hold it to shoot
himself. But he left no prints on the gun. (Karam cites resea rch saying
it's common for no fingerprints to be found on suicides' guns, but
these figures - which are not new - don't focus on those suicides
which are carried out using a silencer.)
• The killer had walked in blood. Robin Bain's footwear showed no
sign of having done so.
• Since Stephen had fibre from the killer 's jersey under his finger
nails, the fibre should have matched what his father was wearing. It did
not. Nor was there any sign that Robin Bain had changed his clothes.
Indeed, David Bain said his father had been wearing the ident ical
clothes the night before, suggesting he had slept in them.
• Robin Bain had a full bladder which was an "overnight" collection.
It seems unlikely he would have killed everyone some time before
(their bodies were cold, while his was warm) without relieving himself
at some point.
• The killer wore David Bain's white gloves. Robin Bain had white
gloves of his own.

his campaign costs a lot . One way in which he seeks money for
it is the Golden Key campaign .

Having seen Karam's Bain website, detailing the Golden Key
concept, I ask him to explain it to me . Innocent is being sold
through the site to raise money, hopefully $800,000 from the
public through donations and sales.

Na tionally collectors on public streets and outside supermarkets
are still carrying plastic buckets and importuning members of the
public to give mo ney to "help Joe Karam free David Bain".

I fax Karam to ask how the finance s are organised, what sort
of organisation it is, whether it is registered officially in any way,
who decides how the money is spent, and how much money it
has raised. The address listed is in Geraldine, where Karam now
lives; Withnall tells me he 's not involved.

Karam does not answer my questions. "It hasn't sort of
developed for two reasons ," he explains. "W hen I conceived the
idea I didn't think I'd be bringing Rubin Carter out later to New
Zealand. The money that 's been donated has gone into expenses
related to his visit - he was brought here to support David's case
- and since his visit it hasn't pushed ahead because I've been
weighed down with dealing with new witnesses coming
forward." He tells me he alone ~ecides how any money is spen t.
H e won't tell me anything mo le specific.

I had wanted to talk to members of the Bain family . They are
not me mbers of Karam's campaign, another fact you will no t
glean from his writings. I learn they won't speak out because on
the one occasion they did - to support the police - they were
attacked by the public. The cruelty shown to them on talkback
radio and in personal attacks from strangers was devastating for
people who had already lost an entire branch of their family, and
had to face the conclusion that the sole survivor was their
m urderer. It is self-evident the family believe the police arrested
the right man.

It is a shame the family has been silenced, because it was they
who supported Bain immediately after the killings, when they

observed his at times bizarre and inappropriate behaviou r; they
who tried to persuade Bain not to sing solo at his family's funerals
(as it happened he was arrested before they took place) and not to
take friends wit h him to dance on his sister's grave on what wo uld
have been her birthday, immediately after her murder . ;

T hey remember, too, the young people w ho laughed and
giggled and gossiped wi th Bain on prison visits as he awaited trial.
"Death groupies," Guest calls them . Most of all, they remember
Bain did not ask to see any of the people who now claim to be
his friends in the aftermath of the crime.

Yo u might think Karam wo uld be curious to learn what Bain 's
relatives know, but it does not appear that he has ever approached
them. Certainly he has not spoken to those who looked after
Bain's interests in the immediate afterma th of the killings.

I
meet Karam in Geraldine, the town where he's chose n to

live and base his campaign, near both Bain and WithnaiJ..
Since he began his campaign he has been divorced , and his
family home in Auc kland has been sold. He is bristling
with tension. I wo nder whether that is solely because of

previous newspaper columns I have wri tten which have been
critical of his campaign and wri tings. He tells' me he does not
accept he is obsessive, and his anger that I have called him that is
palpable, yet people who know him say he has been able to talk
of little else other than the Bain case for years, even in social
situa tions , where he has seemed unable to relax. s-

I tell Karam truthfully that I do not see obsession as necessarily
a nega tive thin g. He says he resents the get-a-life connotation he
reads int o it.

We walk, at first, arou nd the stunning garden he bou ght with
the prop erty, a labour of love by the forme r owners, passionate
gardeners, which he is slowly restoring. His simply furnished
house, whe re he seems to live alone, looks out on en ormous
trees, some festoo ned with climbing roses, and on romantic,
dishevelled flower beds. W e talk on the edge of the garden;
birdsong from his trees is at tim es distracting. H e does not seem
to hear it.

I am thinking of Bain 's attempts, wit h his mother, to scratch
gardens ou t of the soil around the ramshackle ho use at Every

Why Did Police Arrest David Bain?
The Main Points:

• The murders were committed with his gun. Only he knew where
the tr igger lock for the gun was.
• He had the blood of his victims on his clothes.
• He had injuries consistent with having recently been in a fight, and
an injury he could not explain on his head. ._
• His gloves were worn by the killer. They, and a missing lens to a
glasses frame found in David's room, were uncovered in his dead
brother's room.
• Fibres under his brother's fingernails matched a jersey that had
been washed in the washing machine. Bain told police he had pUJ:., the
washing on that morning, and a bloodied palm-print of his was fdund
on the machine.
• Bloodspots in the laundry basin were inconsistent with his account
of what had happened that morning.
• A group of five hand-drawn targets (rough circles about the size of
faces) found in his bedroom had been used for target practice. Five
people were dead.
• His were the only prints (apart from one of his dead brother's) on
the murder weapon.
• His own admissions to the police prior to his arrest would have
had him arriving home in time to turn the computer on and leave the
killer's message.
• He could offer no explanation for any of the incriminating
evidence.



So What Would It Have Taken For Robin Bain To Have Committed T he Killings?
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He would have:
• Worn David's white gloves, though he had a pair of white gloves
of his ow n.
• Used David's gun, though he did not know where th e t rigger lock
was hidden.
• Fought with his son Stephen , who bled profusely, and not got any
of his blood on him.
• Maybe put his bloodied clothes in the washing machine, assuming
whoever washed the m would not notice the quantities of blood on
them, and assuming someone would be alive to wash them . But David
says his father was wearing the same clothes as he did the day before
he died, which suggests he must have got up, got changed into different
clothes which were never found in the washing machine or anywhere
else, then got back into those 'Clothes once more before killing himself.

Street. Maggots crawled inside that house; the stench was
overw helming; but outside mother and son had shared a fantasy
of a place perhaps not unlike this, McNeish's book records.

Karam is not happy at being questioned about the campaign
he's given up so mu ch of his life for. He obviously has a lot at
stake, and that wo uld explain his stressed behaviour; that his own
pride is at stake as mu ch as Weir's was. I wonder if Karam ever
thinks he could be wro ng, and what that would mean for him.

Discussing the case is not easy; he's only relaxed when he is
uninterrupted and unchallenged, and he tends to overwhelm you
with details that only form a cohesive argument if you accept every
premise he puts forward. He seems used to persuading people with
the sheer force of his personality, and volume of words.

The fact is, though, that he has not yet been able to demolish
the core of damning evidence against Bain. Judges describe such
evidence as strands of a rope whe n they sum up for j uries; one
strand may break, but the rest may still hold together. He has
exposed what made the investigation less than perfect, but that
does not make it invalid.

T he uncomfortable thought qccurs to me that if he's wrong,
he will have helped Bain avoid facing the consequences of his
actions on a personal level; he will have helped him remain in
denial. As for that, Karam tells me that Bain sees psychiatrist Phil
Brinded regularly in prison, and that Brinded says Bain is
innocent .

"T hat sounds to me like somebody listening to a whole lot of
conversation and reporting it in their own way," Brinded says
carefully. "My involvement with David is with his predicament
and his plight. Whichever way you look at it, this young man is
in a terrible situation, and that is the basis on which I've carried
on seeing him, because he would need assistance whichever way
you look at it. He has never wanted me to talk about the content
of our conversation; that's an issue of professional confidence."

Brinded has in fact gone further than that in submissions
referred to by Justice Thorp. In those submissions Brinded cites
reports in the mass media as one reason why he believed Bain
could be innocent. Brinded took 4professional risk in going that
far; psychiatrists do not deterrninJ' issues of an inma te's guilt or
innocence, after all. But this indicates how even a highly-trained
and well-regarded professional person can be influenced by what
they read in the media, where Karam's campaign has been waged

• to such great effect.

A
t the end of my investigation I am back where I

, started. I have discovered no reason to alter my
initial view that Karam is a man gripped by an
intense and powerful obsession, one which has
made him lose perspective.

A convicted mass killer is as much of a social outcast as anyone
can be. But we all believe that every one ofus deserves the utmost

• Left a cryptic message on the computer for his son David, who he
knew wou ld be home soon after his paper run , 'telling him he was the ,
"o nly one who deserved to stay" - though David was not his I

favourite child.
• Shot himself from an awkward left-hand angle, t hough he was
right-ha nded.
• Left no prints on either the silence r o r the gun.
• Worn socks throughout the killi ng but not walked in any blood .
• Committed the five murders, which involved one pro longed fight,
and the unjamming of the gun at least twice in the midst of killings, on
a full bladder.
• First brought the newspaper inside (David does not remember
whether he did).
• Decided to shoot himself through the head, indoors, with his hat on.

chance to prove their worth, and possibly their innocence, and
that the power of the state is rightfully challenged, and must be
subjected to intense examination, if necessary, in pursuit of that
goal. T hat is why Karam has our willing ear.

When such ideas are forcefully promoted by a man who is
persuasive, personable and articulate, and who is surely sincere, it
is clear how and why Karam has been able to convince so many
people of so much . But Karam the man and his argumen ts have
to be distinguished from each other : If we yield to the power-of
personality, and to conviction over reason, and if we succumb to
trial by" media, injustice is the likely result.

We all want a good justice system. Karam has presented a
picture of one which is flawed and possibly corrupt. Yet what I
have examined of the process he has exhaustively driven tells me
that, detail by detail, he has been heard and his claims found
wanting on every issue that matters. Nobody expects perfection
from an investigation; this one involved some flaws; but the point
is not about imperfections, but their significance. A case may be
solved by less than perfect means, but its outco me may still be valid.

Karam invites us not to believe that. He saysthe system doesn't
work. But despite himself, in his all-consuming, persisten t,
contrary way he has shown me that it does.

More than that: In its courtesy and openness to Karam's point
of view (despite the police's original defensiveness), in its
scrupulous attention to his every allegation, and its ongoing
willingness to engage with him, the system has shown me that it
is far from corrupt. Rather, the system has revealed integrity, as
have the people wh o wo rk within it.

T he sad thing is, I do not think that Karam will ever believe
that, or that he will really know wh at I mean .

K
aram's basis for challenging the Bain verdict has bee.n
a series of "what ifs". I have my own "what ifs" ,
• What if a competent policeman has ---.:... thanks to
Karam's efforts - had a career wrecked for no
good reason? ':

• W hat if an innocent murdered man has been branded as an
incestuous father, and an entire family of murdered people has
effectively been maligned, through Karam's incest claim, on what
is no more than hearsay?
• What if a community has been encouraged to lose a little faith
in its police for reasons which may, in the end, not be valid?
• What if, in a police force already suffering from recruitme nt
problems, individual police are to be singled out for attack as one
way of undemiining future trials?
• W hat if Karam's book had not been hyped up on an arbitrary
media whim?
• What if he was not a former All Black?
• What if the police and j ury really didget it right, all those years
~? •
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